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MEET OUR NEW ASSOCIATE:  KEVIN ANGEL
Kevin grew up in Anderson County and graduated 
from Oak Ridge High School. He then graduated cum 
laude from the University of Tennessee.  Kevin left 
the area briefly and attended Pepperdine University 
School of Law where he graduated magna cum laude, 
graduating in the top five percent (5%) of his class.  He 
then returned to Anderson County to practice law in 
2000.  He has extensive experience in criminal law and 
domestic law, including divorce, adoption, paternity, 
and dependency and neglect proceedings. 

Kevin has handled countless cases including more 
than ten involving murder charges. While Kevin will 
represent an accused at any stage of a proceeding, 
his experience has taught him that hiring an attorney 
in the investigatory stage of a criminal matter is the 
best time in order to limit his clients’ exposure or 
successfully avoid charges being brought. 

Kevin resides in Oak Ridge with his wife, Amanda and his sons, Anthony and Cobe. 
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ANNUAL BARBEQUE AND BLUEGRASS BASH
We were thrilled to see so many people turn out for our annual Barbeque and Bluegrass Bash 
this year, which raises money for CASA of the Tennessee Heartland.  CASA is an organization 
that recruits, trains and supervises volunteer advocates for abused and neglected children 
as they go through the court system.  CASAs make sure these children get the services they 
need and are the voice of the child in front of the Court, making sure that what happens is 
in their best interest.  This event has become a regular event in Anderson County, and Fox 
& Farley has been proud to become the presenting sponsor.  This year we raised enough 
money at this event alone to provide advocates for more than 30 children.  And we had a 
great time.  Special thanks to country star and local girl Janelle Arthur for attending and 
singing a few of her new songs, and to the Ridge City Rambler for bringing down the house 
with their very own brand of Bluegrass.  Hope to see you at the Bash next year! 

INGREDIENTS: 

For the crust: 
8 oz. vanilla wafers, finely crushed
6 tbs unsalted butter, melted 
  
For the cream cheese layer: 
8 oz. cream cheese, softened
1/4 cup sweetened whip cream
24 vanilla wafers

For the pudding layer:
1 recipe vanilla pudding
1 cup sweetened whipped cream
3/4 cup sweetened flake coconut,  
 toasted

For the topping:
1 cup sweetened whipped cream
3/4 cup sweetened flake coconut,  
 toasted

INSTRUCTIONS:

To make the crust:
Combine crushed vanilla wafers and butter until crumbs are thoroughly moistened. Transfer to a 
9”x13” pan and press evenly onto the bottom of the pan.

Refrigerate while you make cream cheese layer.

To make cream cheese layer:
Using an electric mixer on medium speed, beat cream cheese and sugar until well mixed and 
smooth. Gently fold in 1 cup whipped cream.

Carefully spread over crust.

Line whole vanilla wafers around the edges of the pan, standing the cookies on their ends. Return 
pan to refrigerator while you make the pudding layer.

To make the pudding layer:
Stir together pudding, 1 cup whipped cream, and coconut, gently folding to combine.

Spread evenly over cream cheese layer.

To finish:
Gently spread remaining 1 cup whipped cream over pudding layer. Sprinkle coconut on top. 
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Notes:
You will need a total of 3 cups of sweetened whipped cream. You can mix it all at once and then use it as you need it for assembling. Just 
keep it refrigerated between uses. To scale appropriately from this recipe, use 1 & 1/2 cups heavy whipping cream and 3 to 4 tablespoons 
of sugar. I recommend making the pudding a day in advance to allow it to chill. That will also give you a bit of a break in preparing all the 
components of these bars. 



 Settlement of $415,250.00 where Plaintiff suffered 
  a broken neck when wheelchair flipped over at his  
  dentist’s office.  Campbell County, Tennessee.

 Settlement of $90,000.00 for a woman involved in a 
  car accident and suffered head, neck and back 
  injuries.  Knox County, Tennessee.

 Workers Compensation settlement of $296,500 
  for a woman who injured her shoulder while 
  moving equipment at her place of employment.  
  Knox County, Tennessee.  

 Settlement of $50,000.00 for a woman who injured 
  her neck, back and hip in a car accident.  Anderson 
  County, Tennessee.

 Settlement of $229,000.00 for a man whose left 
  leg was crushed in a car accident and required 
  surgery.  Knox County, Tennessee. 

 Settlement of $68,500.00 for a husband and wife 
  who were involved in a motorcycle accident, 

  wherein the husband suffered injuries to his knee 
  and the wife suffered injuries to her wrist and knee.  
  Campbell County, Tennessee.

 Workers compensation settlement of $62,500.00 
  when an employee had an accident while driving 
  a truck in the course of his employment and 
  sustained injuries to his upper back and hand.  
  Knox County, Tennessee.

 Workers compensation settlement for $178,800.00 
  for a female employee rear-ended while on the 
  job sustaining injuries to her back and neck.  
  Anderson County, Tennessee.

 Settlement of $109,000.00 for a man who was rear-
  ended and sustained injuries to his back, head and 
  arm.  Knox County, Tennessee.

 Workers compensation settlement of $63,900.00 for 
  an employee who developed chronic bronchitis 
  after being exposed to chemicals on the job.

RECENT SETTLEMENTS AND JUDGMENTS
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When you see commercials for prescription drugs on TV, 
they all show super healthy people enjoying the benefits 
of whatever wonder drug they are hawking.  If you pay 
attention at the end, you’ll hear some really fast talking 
announcer say something incomprehensible.  That’s the 
warning about some of the side effects.  What you often 
don’t hear, however, are warnings about ALL of the side 
effects.  This is because many drug companies don’t tell 
us everything there is to know.  In fact, they don’t even 
tell the Food and Drug Administration.  Which is why the 
FDA sends out recall and warning notices regularly.  If 
a pharmaceutical company hasn’t been honest about 
the side effects of prescription drugs, they can be held 
responsible when those side effects cause serious 
consequences, like strokes, heart attacks or death.  

Contact Fox & Farley today if you believe you’ve been 
injured by a prescription drug and the drug company 
didn’t provide an adequate warning.  Here are some of 

the cases we are investigating and pursuing for clients 
right now:
Testosterone Replacement Therapy:   Prescribed for 
low testosterone but causes a significant increase of risk 
of stroke and heart attack due to blood clots; 

Xarelto:  Prescribed as a blood thinner to reduce risk 
of stroke or heart attack but can cause uncontrolled 
internal bleeding, leading to serious injury or death; 

Lipitor:  Prescribed to lower cholesterol in blood, but can 
significantly increase the risk of diabetes in females;

Actos:  Prescribed for diabetes but significantly increases 
the risk of bladder cancer.

If you or a family member has taken one of these or other 
drugs that you believe caused a serious health condition, 
please contact Fox & Farley for a free evaluation.

Failure to properly maintain your tires could result in an 
accident. Here are a few things you can do to ensure your 
tires are properly maintained, ensuring the safety of you, 
your family, and other drivers.

Before You Drive
 • Ensure your tires are properly inflated. You can check  
  your tire’s air pressure using an air pressure gauge.  
  You can purchase a quality gauge for around $10.  
  Both over inflation and under inflation can damage  
  your tires. If you are unsure what the proper air  
  pressure for your tires is, check inside the driver side  
  door or in the owner’s manual.
 • Make sure your treads are not worn down. You can  
  use the quarter/penny test to determine if you need  
  to start looking for new tires. Take a quarter and  
  insert it in your tire groove with Washington’s head  
  facing down. If you can see the top of his head, then  
  your tires are beginning to wear down and you need  
  to start looking for new tires. If you perform the  
  same test with a penny and can see the top of  
  Lincoln’s head, your tire treads are worn dangerously  
  low and you need to replace your tires very soon.

While Driving
 • An unusual vibration or thumping noise can mean  
  that a tire is out of balance.
 • Pulling to one side can mean that a tire is  
  under-inflated or damages on the side of the pull. 
  
Regular Maintenance
 • Tire Rotation – Since wear and tear can be different  
  on front and back tires, its best to rotate them every  
  5,000 to 7,000 miles
 • Tire Balancing – Ensure that uneven wear and tear  
  does not occur by balancing your tires. This involves  
  placing small weights on the wheel to prevent  
  vibration, and should be done with newly installed  
  tires or whenever a vibration is noticed.
 • Wheel Alignment – All new cars have their wheels  
  aligned according to manufacturer specifications.  
  Wheel alignment adjusts over time, and if wheel  
  alignment falls outside the manufacturer range,  
  uneven wear and tear can result.  This can cause the  
  car to drift or pull to one side. If you notice this, have  
  your car checked by a qualified mechanic.

LET’S TAKE A MOMENT FOR WOODROW

Woodrow is a 4 year old black male 
lab. He finished his derby career 
and is now running qualified all age 
field trials and AKC Hunt Tests.

He is silly at home and at the office, 
but all business when he walks 
to the line with me at an event. 
He is a pleasure to run and has 
really matured in the past years. 
He still gets in trouble at home on 
occasion. Recently, we went to a 
movie and left Woodrow and Ty 

in the house. When we returned, 
our living room floor was covered 
in goose feathers. Ty was hiding in 
the dog room, but Woodrow was 
standing in the living room with 
feathers stuck all over his face and 
smiling. He was very proud of what 
he had done and wanted us to play 
with him in the feathers. We are 
working hard on teaching him to 
have a conscious!

– Bruce

Referrals
Thanks to all of you who have recommended our firm to your relatives, friends, and neighbors. 

We appreciate your vote of confidence and pledge to care for these “VIPs” as well as we care for you.

PROPER TIRE MAINTENANCE

THE INSIDE SCOOP ON PRESCRIPTION DRUGS

When you finally realize that the insurance company you trusted is not a good neighbor, 
that you are not in good hands and that the insurance company cares only about 

protecting their money, not protecting you, give us a call. 
We promise that we will protect you and make them pay fair and just compensation.


